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Crude palm oil (CPO) has emerged as a significant commodity in the economic and social development of producer nations. However, the presence of free fatty acids (FFAs) results in decreased CPO quality. Due to many advantages, the PVDF hollow fiber membrane has a higher potential to remove FFA from CPO than other polymeric membranes, despite the fact that FFA rejection performance remains poor. To solve this issue, membrane surface modification has emerged as one of the potential options for increasing electrostatic contact between the membrane surface and the FFA, resulting in high efficiency FFA separation from CPO. In this investigation, the membrane surface was coated with chitosan (CS) as a coating agent and glutaraldehyde (GA) as a crosslinking agent. The findings of the characterization demonstrated that the presence of a CS/GA combination with a low CS weight on the membrane surface resulted in enhanced hydrophilicity, porosity, water flow, and surface roughness. Furthermore, as compared to the uncoated PVDF hollow fiber membrane, the performance of the CPO with PVDF/CS 0.5 hollow fiber membrane achieved a maximum result of FFA rejection of up to 14.99%. The use of a mixture of CS and GA on the PVDF membrane surface to improve FFA reduction has been shown to be a promising technique for scaling up membrane technology.

The deacidification process can be achieved by conventional refineries through physical or chemical processes. Conventional refineries had a substantial reduction in FFA, reduced costs, and fewer by-products. Meanwhile, conventional refineries are unfavorable because of high energy and additional chemical requirements, as well as the production of hazardous waste, nutritional loss, and unfavorable oil. As a result, an alternative refining method must be used to get high FFA separation efficiency and performance from CPO.

Membrane technology has received great attention as an advanced physical process in numerous oil separations, especially for FFA separation from CPO. The simplicity of the processing processes, operation at ambient temperature, low energy consumption, and low-cost operation were all demonstrated by membrane technology. The performance of the progress of membrane technology is contingent upon the selection of materials that can contribute to the deacidification performance process. In addition, organic polymers have recently emerged as a significant material in membrane construction, outpacing inorganic materials (such as ceramics, carbons, and zeolites) in the present market.

Several attempts were made to use polymeric membranes for the deacidification process. Research by Aryanti et al. revealed that flat sheet ultrafiltration membrane, using polyethersulfone...
(PES), has been fabricated successfully for the degumming process of CPO with 99% rejection of phospholipids, but could not separate FFA effectively because of the smaller molecular size of FFA (0.372 nm for palmitic acid and 2 nm for oleic acid), thus that FFA could enter and pass through the membrane pore.\textsuperscript{17} PVDF was selected over other polymers for ultrafiltration (UF) membranes material owing to its high chemical resistance and mechanical qualities.\textsuperscript{18} Within the operational circumstances (2–6 bar, 40 °C, 300 rpm stirring speed), the PVDF membrane demonstrated up to 95% phospholipid retention.\textsuperscript{19} Additionally, PVDF based UF membrane potentially separated FFA from soybean oil with hydrophobic properties, although the percent of FFA rejection was still lower, at 6.3%\textsuperscript{2,20–23} Hence, the performance of the polymeric membrane needs to be improved.

Membrane surface modification has emerged as one of the promising techniques with great selectivity toward FFA for improving membrane performance with higher FFA rejection. Because FFA is a carboxyl derivative molecule, the membrane surface involving intermolecular interaction with FFA was expected to contribute significantly to FFA rejection. The PVDF membrane surface can be coated with chitosan (CS), poly[(-1,4)-2-amino-2-deoxy-D-glucose], which has an amine group that can interact electrostatically with FFA as illustrated in Fig. 1. Additionally, the CS-coated membrane could improve antifouling performance.\textsuperscript{23,24–26} However, CS has high swelling properties in water that cause difficulty in standing on the membrane surface during the infiltration process at high pressure.\textsuperscript{27} To address this, CS was combined with glutaraldehyde (GA) to utilize the crosslinking mechanism depicted in Fig. 2, which could improve its water resistance, acid resistance, and surface properties.\textsuperscript{24–27} Zhao \textit{et al.} demonstrated that the addition of GA crosslinker caused the CS barrier layer to become denser and decrease water swelling property which might enhance BSA rejection ratio (%) from 19.2 to 33.4%.\textsuperscript{24}

In this research, PVDF membranes were produced in hollow fiber form through a dry–wet jet spinning method, resulting in a hollow fiber membrane with a high active surface area per volume that was suitable for practical membrane applications.\textsuperscript{28} After that, the surface of the PVDF membrane was modified with a CS/GA mixture containing different CS weights. This study aims to improve membrane performance in deacidification process of CPO without solvent dilution by determining surface roughness, functional group, porosity, water flux, solute rejection, oil flux, and FFA rejection.

### Experimental

#### Materials

Chemicals used in this research were polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF, Kynar\textregistered 740, 99%, Arkema Inc. Philadelphia), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP, 99%, Across Chemicals), ethylene glycol (EG, 99%, Across Chemicals), chitosan (molecular weight ($M_W$) = 50 000 Da, 85% diacetylation), glutaraldehyde (GA, Grade II, 25%), crude palm oil (CPO, Sime Darby Bhd. Malaysia), acetic acid (99%, Sigma Aldrich), water, epoxy (resin and hardener), ethanol ($\geq$98.5%, Sigma Aldrich), sodium hydroxide (NaOH, $\geq$98%, Merck), polyethylene glycol (PEG, $M_W = 3400$ Da, >99%), and bovine serum albumin (BSA, $M_W = 45 000$ Da, $\geq$98%, Sigma Aldrich).

#### Procedure

**Fabrication of PVDF hollow fiber membranes.** The dry–wet jet spinning was used as a method for fabricating hollow fiber membranes.\textsuperscript{2,29,30} After that, the dope solution was processed with the ultrasonication method and rested in the oven at 50 °C for 24 hours to reduce bubbles in the dope solution. Next, the dope solution was fabricated into hollow fiber form using the dry–wet jet spinning method as in Fig. 3. Water was used in the coagulation bath with the temperature set at 300 K and the parameters of the spinning process were summarized in Table 1. After the spinning process, the PVDF hollow membrane was immersed in a water bath at room temperature for 24 hours and post-treated with ethanol aqueous solution (50 wt%). Finally, the hollow fiber membrane was dried at room temperature.

**Surface modification of PVDF hollow fiber membranes.** The PVDF hollow fiber membranes were coated with CS/GA as in the procedure from Silitonga \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{30} The CS/GA solution was prepared by dissolving CS in 40 mL acetic acid 2% and stirred until homogenous with the variation of CS addition set to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 g. Then, about 5 mL of GA was added to CS
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**Fig. 1** Electrostatic interaction between CS and FFA (as palmitic acid and oleic acid).
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**Fig. 2** Crosslinking reaction mechanism between CS and GA via Schiff base functionalization.
solution so that the concentration of GA in solution reached approximately 10% w/w which has been reported as the effective concentration to crosslink chitosan solution.\textsuperscript{21} Next, hollow fiber membranes were immersed in CS/GA solution for 30 minutes at room temperature. After that, hollow fiber membranes were heated with following steps: 45 °C for 1 hour, 50 °C for 1 hour, 55 °C for 1 hour, and 60 °C for 2 hours to complete crosslinking reaction. After heating process, hollow fiber membranes were immersed in NaOH/ethanol solution (50% v/v) to neutralize the remaining acetic acid. At last, hollow fiber membranes were rinsed twice with distillate water and dried in an oven at 60 °C for 24 hours. Finally, hollow fiber membranes were labeled as PVDF, PVDF/CS 0.1, PVDF/CS 0.2, PVDF/CS 0.3, PVDF/CS 0.4, and PVDF/CS 0.5.

Characterization of hollow fiber membranes. The surface roughness of hollow fiber membranes was characterized with atomic force microscopy (AFM, Model: N8 Neos Accurion, Halyonics, Bruker). A piece of sample was cut to the length of 1 cm and placed on a glass object. The contact angle of hollow fiber membranes was measured with a Goniometer (Model: Nicolet5700, Thermo Electron Corporation). To examine the porosity membrane, about 5 strands of hollow fiber with a length of about 5 cm were glued with epoxy (ratio of resin to hardener = 10 : 5) at each end and left for 24 hours until drying. Next, the samples were immersed in water for 6 hours at room temperature and then weighed. Then, samples were dried in a vacuum oven at 40 °C for 6 hours and weighted. The porosity of the hollow fiber membrane was calculated with eqn (1):\textsuperscript{32,33}

$$\text{%porosity} = \frac{W_{\text{wet}} - W_{\text{dry}}}{\rho_{\text{water}} V_{\text{neat}}} \times 100$$ \hfill (1)

where: $W_{\text{wet}}$ = weight of membrane that contained water (kg), $W_{\text{dry}}$ = weight of dried membrane (kg), $\rho_{\text{water}}$ = density of pure water (~1 kg L$^{-1}$), $V_{\text{neat}}$ = volume of membrane in wet state (L).

To determine molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) as rejection and water flux, a hollow fiber membrane was prepared as in porosity measurement. After that, samples were installed in a water permeation hollow fiber system. Prior to installation, samples were immersed in water for 15 minutes. About 0.1 g of each BSA and PEG were dissolved in 1 L of distilled water to obtain the feed solution. Then, each feed solution was filtrated through hollow fiber membranes with a pressure set to 2 bars. The concentration of PEG was analyzed using a total organic carbon (TOC) analyzer (Shimadzu Corporation), while the BSA concentration was determined with a spectrophotometer (Model: HACH DR 5000) at a wavelength of 280 nm. The water flux ($J_{\text{water}}$) and rejection ($R$) were calculated with the formulas in eqn (2) and (3):

$$J_{\text{water}} = \frac{Q}{A t}$$ \hfill (2)

$$R = 1 - \frac{C_p}{C_t} \times 100\%$$ \hfill (3)

where: $Q$ = quantity of water permeate (L), $A$ = cross-sectional area of membranes (m$^2$), $t$ = filtration time (h), $C_p$ = concentration of solute (BSA or PEG) in permeate (ppm), $C_t$ = concentration of solute (BSA or PEG) in feed (ppm).

In addition, a scanning electron microscope (SEM, TM 3000, Hitachi) was utilized to observe the cross-sectional morphologies of hollow fiber membranes. To characterize the membrane morphology, it was first dried and then immersed in liquid nitrogen for a few seconds until it solidified. The soaking sample is raised and broken at both ends using tweezers. For conduction, these sample pieces are then coated with palladium and platinum.

Lab-scale hollow fiber membrane filtration. As shown in Fig. 4, FFA separation from CPO was performed with a hollow fiber membrane filtration model according to the adopted system by Azmi et al.\textsuperscript{2} About 1 L of CPO was put into the filtration model at a temperature of 60 °C in a set-in water bath using a multi-purpose immersion coiled heater (Model: 830-S1, Protech Electronic) and pressure was maintained at 2 bar using nitrogen gas so that CPO was coming out of the permeate channel and was collected in beaker glass. The flux and rejection were calculated every 30 minutes to determine the performance of hollow fiber membranes.

The determination of FFA rejection and oil flux has become important for hollow fiber membrane performance.
Measurement of oil flux value was done by weighting permeate that collected in beaker glass, while oil rejection was determined by measuring the concentration of CPO feed and permeate with a turbidimeter. The oil flux \( J_{oil} \) and rejection \( R \) were calculated with formulas in eqn (4) and (5):

\[
J_{oil} = \frac{Q}{A t}
\]

\[
R = 1 - \frac{C_p}{C_f} \times 100\% 
\]

where: \( A \) = cross-sectional area of membranes (\( m^2 \)), \( t \) = filtration time (h), \( C_p \) = concentration of solute (oil or FFA) in permeate (ppm), \( C_f \) = concentration of solute (oil or FFA) in feed (ppm).

**Results and discussion**

**Hollow fiber membrane topography**

The AFM characterization was conducted to analyze the surface roughness of the hollow fiber membrane surface at various CS weights. The results of AFM analysis were shown as a three-dimensional topography image in Fig. 5 and summary data in Table 2 with compared data from the previous study. Membrane coating with a CS/GA mixture could modify surface roughness. Also, the addition of CS content on surface modification process enhanced the average (Sa) and root mean square roughness (Sq) until the maximum value that was owned by PVDF/CS 0.3, which is 2.41 and 3.35 nm, respectively. However, further increasing of CS weight caused lower value of Sa and Sq, thus the membrane surface became smoother.

**Functional group identification on membrane surface**

FTIR analysis was used to confirm the existence of functional groups in hollow fiber membrane material. The FTIR characterization result of the hollow fiber membrane is presented in Fig. 6. The bands located at 1395 and 840 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponded to CH\(_2\) wagging and C–F stretching vibrations in the PVDF structure. The C=O bond in the GA and CS structures was detected at 1645 cm\(^{-1}\). Meanwhile, the C=N bond between CS and GA was identified at 1567 cm\(^{-1}\). The peaks in the range of 3500–3000 cm\(^{-1}\) and 3000–2500 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponded to O–H and C–H stretching vibrations, respectively. The appearance of C=O, C=N, and O–H bonds in PVDF/CS demonstrated the success of coating CS on the membrane surface.

---

**Table 2 Roughness value of hollow fiber membrane**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Average roughness (Sa)</th>
<th>Root mean square roughness (Sq)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PVDF(^{10})</td>
<td>0.661</td>
<td>0.895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVDF/CS 0.1(^{20})</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVDF/CS 0.2</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVDF/CS 0.3</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVDF/CS 0.4</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVDF/CS 0.5</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Fig. 4 Pressure driven dead-end filtration of laboratory-scale hollow fiber membrane for CPO refinery.²

Fig. 5 AFM image of hollow fiber membranes: (a) PVDF/CS 0.2; (b) PVDF/CS 0.3; (c) PVDF/CS 0.4; and (d) PVDF/CS 0.5.

Fig. 6 Vibrational spectra of hollow fiber membranes.
Fig. 7 Effect of CS addition toward (a) water contact angle; (b) membrane porosity and pure water flux.

Fig. 8 SEM image of cross-section (a) and (a1) PVDF, (b) and (b1) PVDF/CS 0.1, (c) and (c1) PVDF/CS 0.5; surface (d) PVDF, and (e) PVDF/CS 0.1.
Surface hydrophilicity, porosity, and water flux of membrane

In Fig. 7, the water contact angle, porosity, and pure water flux of the membrane at various CS weights were obtained. The addition of a CS/GA mixture to the membrane surface increased its hydrophilicity, as shown in Fig. 7(a). As a result, the surface modified membrane became stronger at attaching FFA than the uncoated membrane via electrostatic interaction. A similar result was found by Cui et al. who found that the appearance of chitosan on polycaprolactam (PA6) lowered the contact angle from 91.4° (bare PA6) to 34.7°. It has been revealed that the hydration capability of hydroxyl and amino groups in the chitosan chain caused the enhancement of the membrane hydrophilicity. However, an excess amount of CS caused the surface membrane to be more hydrophobic. Fig. 7(b) also shows the results of membrane porosity and pure water flux measurements. The enhancement of surface hydrophilicity led to higher porosity and pure water flux with CS/GA mixture addition. In contrast, when much more CS is added, there is less porosity and less pure water flow.

Hollow fiber membrane morphology observation

The cross-sectional morphologies of the uncoated PVDF membrane, the lowest CS-coated PVDF (0.1) membrane, and the highest CS-coated PVDF (0.5) membrane are observed using SEM (Fig. 8). Due to phase inversion between the coagulation liquid and polymer solution during the dry/wet spinning process, all hollow fiber membranes exhibited finger-like pores. Coating 0.1 g of CS on a PVDF hollow fiber membrane still preserved the finger-like pore structure. Moreover, the addition of CS results in the formation of larger channels inside the finger-like pore. Furthermore, introducing CS to a PVDF membrane could increase its hydrophilicity owing to its high concentration of hydrophilic groups. Thus, it supports the water flux and porosity result. At 0.1 g CS coating did not block the pore, thus providing higher water flux and porosity. However, increasing the concentration of chitosan and its interaction with PVDF results in a denser structure, which contributes to the higher hydrophobicity of the surface modified membrane. In addition, according to Chanachai et al., at a high chitosan coating concentration (2% (w/v)), water flux declined, which attributed to a thicker chitosan layer on the membrane surface, providing a higher barrier to the flow of water. Similarly, increasing the CS coating concentration results in denser pores, which contribute significantly to the decrease in porosity, water flow, and hydrophilicity (Fig. 8(c) and (e)). In addition, the coating CS on the PVDF membrane was observed in Fig. 8(d) and (e). In comparison to the neat membrane, which had an observed pore in surface morphology, the PVDF/CS membrane had a CS layer on the PVDF surface that was successfully covered.

MWCO of membrane

MWCO is defined as the molecular weight of a solute that is 90% rejected. The experiments were carried out with different molecular weight solutes, BSA and PEG. The effect of chitosan addition on solute rejections for PVDF membranes is seen in Table 3. All of the membranes exhibited MWCO greater than 45 kDa, which can be categorized into the ultrafiltration (UF) range. In the case of PEG solute, the MWCO of PVDF/CS 0.5 is expected to become the lowest among other membranes due to the larger rejection of PEG. The unique case, interestingly, was found in BSA solute, where the MWCO of PVDF/CS 0.5 is projected to be lower than PVDF/CS 0.1 due to the largest rejection of BSA by PVDF/CS 0.1. Indeed, the membrane filtration process is based on physical separation, which is mostly dependent on the membrane pore size and kinetic diameter of the solute. Interestingly, there is another factor that contributes to the lower rejection of BSA by PVDF/CS 0.5. Since the pore blocking of PVDF/CS 0.5 can be seen clearly according to the SEM image above, a solution-diffusion mechanism is proposed to play the major role in BSA diffusion. As a result, the increased hydrophobicity of the PVDF/CS 0.5 surface promoted BSA adsorption, as indicated by the fact that BSA is mostly adsorbed on the nonpolar surface.

Hollow fiber membrane performance

Membranes with different CS weights were examined in terms of oil flux and FFA rejection to observe and prove the membrane’s ability to separate FFA from CPO as shown in Fig. 9. At 0.5 h permeation time, the addition of CS amount in the CS/GA mixture slightly increased oil flux, although the value of oil flux is lower than the PVDF membrane. This is due to the hydrophilicity of the membrane surface, which was proven by the water contact angle with the same trend. Therefore, the hydrophilic surface membrane plays an important role in oil permeation. However, oil flux of all membranes has been decreased along with the oil permeation process due to membrane fouling, as a common issue in membrane-based separation applications. Similar results have been found in the previous research about membrane surface modification, in which Azmi et al. reported the decrease in oil flux after membrane coating with polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)/GA mixture due to membrane fouling. To counter that, a membrane cleaning process is needed to recover the oil flux, and the filtration process can be retained for a longer time. From the result of FFA rejection after 4.5 h permeation, it was found that surface coating with a CS/GA mixture caused improvement in FFA rejection until a maximum value of 14.99% (PVDF/CS 0.5) due to the higher amount of CS/GA binding site toward FFA via electrostatic interaction. Furthermore, the maximum value of FFA rejection was successfully covered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membrane</th>
<th>Solute rejection (%)</th>
<th>Solute rejection (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PVDF</td>
<td>7.70</td>
<td>38.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVDF/CS 0.1</td>
<td>8.89</td>
<td>82.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVDF/CS 0.5</td>
<td>13.40</td>
<td>63.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
rejection in this research was higher than the result from Azmi et al.\textsuperscript{2} report, proving the high superiority of CS material instead of PVA in FFA separation application. However, decreasing FFA rejection of PVDF/CS 0.5 has occurred after 1 h of filtration. It has been suspected that this issue can happen due to the interference with FFA attachment on the membrane surface. This interference was caused by several factors, such as: (1) electrostatic interaction strength between carboxyl groups (\(-\text{COO}^-\)) of FFA and amine groups (\(-\text{NH}_3^+\)) of the chitosan layer on the surface modified membrane,\textsuperscript{22,24-26} and (2) pressure-driven force during the filtration process.\textsuperscript{45} In addition, overview membranes for FFA removal are exhibited in Table 4. Compared to pure CPO feed from other membranes, PVDF/CS membrane reveals potential for the future development to separate FFA.

### Conclusions

In this research, the viability of chitosan (CS) and glutaraldehyde (GA) as crosslinkers toward modification of PVDF hollow fiber membrane has been studied. The existence of CS/GA on the membrane surface caused increasing surface roughness and pure water flux, but further addition of CS decreased surface roughness. On the other hand, membrane morphology observed by SEM demonstrates a thicker chitosan layer on the membrane surface which is associated with hydrophilicity properties. Experimental results of crude palm oil (CPO) filtration with a hollow fiber membrane exhibited that surface modification by CS/GA mixture led to higher free fatty acid (FFA) rejection but lower oil rejection. The maximum performance of FFA separation from CPO was obtained by PVDF/CS 0.5
(14.99%), which is higher than in previous studies (5.93%). This result of research provided the potential application of the CS/GA mixture as an alternative for membrane surface modification with enhanced properties and performance. Further performing the performance stability under cyclic mode testing (e.g., 5 cycles) of FFA removal in CPO is necessary to be conducted at various solvent concentrations for future investigation.
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